Maximize your

Standards Investment

©

© To think that one small symbol could come to mean so much. Millions of dollars in resources, research and legal
suits are spent protecting copyright and intellectual property. This is no different in the world of standardization where
the copyright of standards are likewise protected. Instead of purchasing several copies of individual standards, from the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) or the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), investing in
a copyright license agreement from the Standards Council of Canada will allow your business to distribute a standard
multiple times, and best of all, to do so legally and cost-effectively.
Maximize your savings, and get the most out of your standards purchase. Invest in a copyright license agreement.
To obtain a National Copyright Exploitation Agreement (NCEA) from the Standards Council of Canada, please provide
the following information:
1) Name and address of the individual or organization making the application:

2) A description of the product that you wish to develop or, if not a product, the intended use (provide as much
information as possible):

3) A complete list of copyrighted ISO publications for which reproduction rights are requested (note the reproduction
of draft standards (DIS’s) is normally not allowed):

4) A detailed description of the exact content of the copyrighted material, including the page number, paragraph
number, etc.:

5) a. Proportion of ISO copyrighted material in the information package to be provided (expressed as a percentage
of the total package):

b. Indicate language versions of the ISO publications (for which reproduction rights are requested):

6) Full description of how the copyrighted material will be physically reproduced (paper, microform, electronic media
such as CD-ROM, information network) and distributed (e.g. via third party vendor):

7) If the delivery is to be done electronically, a full description of how the copyrighted material will be distributed
(e.g. On-line via telephone line, public network, Internet/Web, Satelite, etc.):

8) a. Number of ISO pages being reproduced in the book:
b. Total number of pages of the book:
c. Total print run:
9) Target audience and intended purpose of the information package:

10) Countries in which the information package is to be distributed:

11) Anticipated number of simultaneous users and locations (if more than 1) of the information package in each
country (extent of the distribution):

12) Whether the information package is to be sold as a commercial product:

13) Estimated unit selling price of the information package (indicating the currency):

For more information, contact the Standards Council of Canada at info@scc.ca / +1 613 238 3222.

